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1. Introduction 
In this paper we study the following kind of problem. Let 
T be an arbitrary contraction. We will define a certain function 
which will lead to an explicit procedure for the computation of 
the isolated spectrum of w(T)w(T) ' ,  T any contraction. We 
will then show how this generalizes the results of [l-31. (See 
(2.1) and (2.2) below.) We will moreover apply our theory to 
operators T E  C. 0 and in particular derive a relatively simple ex- 
pression for the calculation of the discrete spectrum of w ( T ) .  
We should note that from the control engineering point of 
view, this means that one can now solve an important special 
case of the general model-matching problem discussed in [SI for 
multivariate distributed systems as a well as treat a whole new 
range of Hankel norm approximation problems. We plan to re- 
turn to these topics in a future applications oriented paper. 
2. Main Theorem 
In this section we will formulate and prove our main result 
on the computation of the isolated points of  the spectrum for the 
class of operators that we discussed in the Introduction. In order 
to  do this we will first have to set up some notation. 
Accordingly, we will let T denote an arbitrary contraction 
on a separable Hilbert space H . W e  will let w E H - be a rational 
function which we express as w = p lq where p and q are rela- 
tively prime polynomials with n = max [ deg p , deg q ) . We will 
assume that w is not a constant times a Blaschke product. 
Set 
R := R + \ ~ ( w  (T)w (T)') 
r 
Note that P;' exists for p c R  . 
We now define the following crucial function of P E R  : 
v(p) := spectral radius of ( I  - T"T*")Pp' . 
It  is standard (see for example [6 ] )  that in point of fact 
v@) = 11 D p P  ;'Dr." 11. 
(For A a contraction, we set D~ := ( I  - A' A 1" .) 
We arenow ready to state the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM (2.1) Notation as above. Let p E boundary R and 
suppose that 
pa ( Iw (z ) l  : Z E J D  n o(T)). 
m e n  limv(p) = +- for P E R  
P+P 
Thus we have 
Pp"L = D p .  
Next since 0 E o(Pp") (because p E o(w(T)w(T)* ) .  we 
p?xj + o strongly as j + -. (4) 
see that  there  exists a sequence xje H , l lx, \ l  = 1 such that 
But then from (3) we get that for any z E H 
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Then from (4) and (6) we get that w(T)y,  + 0 . Since we have 
assumed that w ( z )  is not a constant times a Blaschke product, it 
is easy to see that ~ ( z )  is not identically 0. Moreover we have 
that deg w(z ) I 2n. 
Let hl,  . . . ,A,,, denote the zeros of w in the open unit disc 
D . Note that rn 5 n . Since I&) is such that 
y=m 
we can write ~ ( z )  = ~ ~ ( z ) ~ ~ ( z )  where 
Wl(Z  1 = n(z - xi 1 
w2(z)  = n(z - -1 ' - r j ,  1 '  




where I rl I = . . = I ck I = 1 , (Note that if hi = 0 for some 
i , then l/xj = - and hence this factor will not appear in wz(z )). 
By hypothesis p d ( I ~ ( z ) l  : z E D n o(T)). Hence 
<,, . . ,Ck d a(T). Moreover since yr(T)y, + 0 as j + - and 
vl(T) = w ~ ( T ) - I w ( T ) ~  we conclude 
But we have at long last arrived at the desired conuadic- 
tion. Indeed (14) implies that T ,  is an isometry on a finite di- 
mensional vector space. On the other hand (13) implies that T ,  
has an eigenvalue of modulus < 1. This contradiction finishes the 
proof of the theorem. 
0 
We now want to derive a special case of (2.1) for a class 
of operators which appear most frequently in engineering appli- 
cations. Recall that we say a contraction T is of class Co(n)  if 
there exists u E H", u not identically 0 such that u ( T )  = 0 and 
the defect indices of T equal n .  (See [7] for a detailed discus- 
sion about this important class of contractions.) 
Then we have : 
COROLLARY (22 )  Set for p E R 
~ ( p )  := trace of ( I  - T " T * " ) P ; ~ .  
Then for p as in (2.1) we have limV(p) = +-. 
P 4  
Proof. Immediate from (2.1). 
REMARK (23) In [ l ]  we proved (2.2) for T E C&). In the 
next section we will show how easy it is to apply our techiques 
to a typical kind of operator which arises in control theory. 
3. Application to Control Theoretic Example 
In this section we would like to illustrate via a nontrivial 
example that Theorem (2.1) gives an explicit method for com- 
puting the discrete spectrum of those operators of current interest 
in engineering. The interested reader should compare the compu- 
tations given in this section to the ones given in [2) and [3] for 
the compressed shift. 
Le t  T :  H --f H denote a contraction. Then following [7] 
we say that T is of class C.o if TI" h --f 0 as n + for all 
h E H .  NOW let U: K + K denote the minimal isometric dila- 
tion of T ,  and set 
L := (U - T)H 
L, := ( I  - UT' )H . 
It is easy to see that L ,  L are subspaces of K which are 
wandering for U. (See [71.) 
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It is a basic fact ([7]) that T admits a functional model 
such that 
K 3 H ~ ( L , ) ,  u E s (15) 
H z H 2 ( L ) O Q H 2 ( L ) ,  T =PHs IH 
where S denotes the unilateral shift, pH: K + H projection, and 
8: H'(L) --f H'(L.) is an inner operator-valued function. (NO- 
tice that "E" denotes "is unitarily equivalent to".) In what fol- 
lows we will always identify T with its functional model via 
(15). 
Using the notation of Section 2, we want to derive an ex- 
plicit formula for v(p) in case 
and for T E C 0  . The reader will see that an identical procedure 
can be carried out in principle for any rational w (2). 
We will always assume that p E R. Then 
= (A + BT +ET* + ClT') 
where 
A := 161'- [:]ipl' 
We now want to compute an explicit formula for 
v(p) = I[(/ - 1T')"P;l ( I  - l T *  PII .  
In order to do this in this general setting we will first have 
to define a unitary equivalence +: LI + D,. where 
D,. := ( I  - lT*) 'H.  Indeed for 1, = ( I  - UT')h E L, we 
set 4. I ,  := (I - l T *  )"h . (It is easy to check that 4, is unitary; 
see [7].) Notice then that 
( / - ~ * ) ' ~ P h p l ( / - T T * ) H = p h i . ( / - U T * ) P p l ~ . ( I - U T * )  
and consequently 
v(p) = ll(I - UT' )Pp' 4. ( I  - UT' ) I I .  (16) 
( I  - UT')f = f ( O )  =: fo. (17) 
p := p ( h )  := P i 1 $ * ( /  - UT')h . (1 8) 
Next one can check that for any f E H 
Then we set  for given h E H 
But clearly from (16), v(p) may be defined as the norm of the 
operator from D,. --f L. given by 4. ho + h. We will now 
give an explicit formula for this operator. 
Using (18) we have that 
(A + BT +ET' + Cm*)k = 4 t h p  (19) 
Now 
T' = r(p - p@) 
where 
8' p = P - ~ T  + (higher order terms in 3. 
Moreover 
(I - 7~' )p = ( I  - @e&, (22) 
for Qo := 0(0). Setting F : = A  + C, from (19), (20), (21) we 
get 
[C(I - 00,') + E T ] h  + B8h-1 + 4*ho (23) 
= (F + Bz + T )p, 
Multiplying (23) by z we have 
[CZ(I - @e,') + E l k  + B QZ p-1 (24) 
= (Bz' + FZ + E)p - (4, h o ) ~ .  
Note that even though this relationship has been derived on the 
unit circle, since all of the functions admit an analytic continua- 
tion to all of D , we can regard (24) as valid on all of D . 
Next applying Q, to (23) and multiplying by z , we get 
[CZ (e' - 8,') + Be' ] h  + BZ p-1 (25) 
= ( B z 2  + Fz + g)0' - 0' (@ h&. 
Note that we can analytically extend 8' to the complement of 
the unit disc by setting 8 * ( z )  := Q(l/T)' for z such that 
I z  I > 1. Hence even though (25) has been derived on the unit 
circle, we can regard this relationship as valid on the comple- 
ment  of the disc. 
Let zI and z 2  denote the two roots of the quadratic equa- 
tion 
B z 2  + Fz + = 0. 
Clearly lz1z21 = 1. If I z l l  = l z z l  = 1 and zl#z2, then z 2  = TI.  
Otherwise (assuming z p z 2  ) we have z 2  = -. We can always 
assume that l z z l  Z 1. Moreover when l z l l  = Iz21 = 1, since 
by hypothesis p E R ,  we have that 8 ( z l )  and 8(zd exist. 
If we now plug z 1  into (24) and z2 into (25) and solve the 
two resulting linear operator equations (in the two "unknowns" 
h and p-]) for h, we get that for z 1 # z 2  
U(P)PO = V(P)4*ho 
1 
2 1  
where 
+ [ $ ] ( I  + 8(z1)0(1/r3') 
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In case z 1  = z2, (26) and (27) rake on the following degenerate 
form: 
U(p) := -c @(z 1) + (sgn F) I B I 6'(2 1) - B 0 ( z  1) 
V(p) := -e'(z 1) 
where s g n  F denotes the sign of P. Thus we can conclude from 
the above that we have that 
V(P) = l l u - l ~ P ~ ~ ~ p ~ l l .  (28) 
REMARK (3.1) We should note that for T E Co(l), (28) agrees 
with the formula derived in [3]. Thus for example if T is the 
compressed shift on H 2 Q m H 2  where 
m ( z )  := exp [-I
then for w (2) = ( z  - 1)/2, one can show from (28) that the 
discrete spectrum of w (T)w (T)' is given by the roots of 
in (0, 1). See [21, [31 for some more details about the relevance 
of this example to the control of delay systems. 
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